Smart home technology promises to provide your living space with an enhanced lifestyle of comfort, convenience, home ecosystems, security and entertainment. With a smart home system, the electronic devices and appliances can be connected to communicate with each other as well as with you.

Whether you’re at work or on vacation, you can seamlessly control your air conditioners, lightings, security systems, or even air purifier from your smartphone.

As a global leader in air conditioning with more than 90 years of experience in over 140 countries, Daikin has consistently remained at the forefront in the field and exemplified innovations through its advanced energy efficiency technology, sophisticated and user-friendly air conditioners.

Backed by the highest quality standards and reliability, Daikin proudly offers a wide range of integrated systems perfecting our cooling solutions, taking the air conditioning beyond its previous limitations and generating added values for you.

Making Your Home Smarter

A Pioneer of Innovation in Air Conditioning
SMART LIVING. INTELLIGENT HOME

**COMFORT**

1. **SMART AIR-CONDITIONER**
   - Monitor, control and advanced self diagnostic messenger.

2. **HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM**
   - Smart utilization of waste heat to cool the air.

3. **AIR PURIFIER WITH INDOOR AIR QUALITY SENSOR**
   - Alert you when poor air quality is detected; 1st & Only air purifier in the industry tested to eliminate PM2.5 air particles.

**ENERGY**

4. **ENERGY CONSUMPTION MONITORING**
   - Take control of your electrical cost by monitoring the usage.

5. **SMART ELECTRICAL PLUGS**
   - Control your devices remotely & measure the energy consumption.

**SECURITY**

6. **VIDEO DOORBELL & AUDIO INTERCOM SYSTEM**
   - Communicate with your visitors remotely; monitored through visual recognition (optional).

7. **SMART DIGITAL LOCK**
   - Keypless system to lock and unlock your door.

8. **SURVEILLANCE CAMERA**
   - Keep your eyes on things at home while you are away.

9. **MOTION SENSORS**
   - Detects movements & triggers your security devices or favorite scenes.

10. **SMOKE DETECTOR**
    - Triggers an alert when smoke is detected.

11. **SECURITY DOOR & WINDOW SENSOR**
    - Notification will be received if the door/window is opened or closed.

**LIFESTYLE**

12. **SMART LIGHTING CONTROL**
    - Monitor and control your lights; Enhance the atmosphere or promote the overall wellness through optimal lighting.

13. **MOTORISED CURTAIN**
    - Automate your curtains for greater convenience.

14. **AUDIO VISUAL ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM**
    - Enjoy your music or shows with automation of your AV system.

15. **VOICE ASSISTANT**
    - Your personal assistant who will listen to your commands and perform tasks for you.

AND MANY MORE SMART DEVICES. CONTACT OUR SALES CONSULTANT FOR MORE DETAILS.
Having your own service technician anytime, built-in!

Contact your service technician to inform them of the error code and description.

D’Smarthome

D’Smarthome is a customizable solution that can be catered to your needs. With a single interface, the system can be integrated to control various devices and appliances to enhance your comfort, home security, and lifestyle. D’Smarthome is highly expandable, scalable, and compatible with most solutions available on the market.

Intelligent Diagnosis

The self-diagnostic function provides you with the performance data of your air conditioning system. If there is a system error, you will receive alert notification on your smart devices with the error code. With this diagnostic data, your air conditioning technician can determine an accurate course of action quicker, keeping your comfort on track.

Smart Remote Controller

Say goodbye to the conventional remote controller and let your smart devices control your air conditioner system now from anywhere, at home or on the go! You can pre-cool your home from your workplace on a hot day or adjust the temperature in your child’s room while you are watching the TV show in your living room.

Fuss-free Smart Monitoring

Don’t worry about forgetting to turn off your air conditioner! D’Smarthome gives you added peace of mind with the ability to monitor your air conditioning system through your smartphone even when you are away from home.
Heating Water While Cooling The Air

Daikin’s SUPER MULTI HW doubles the air conditioner smartly as a water heater by collecting the discharged heat from the outdoor unit and recovering the heat to generate hot water at nearly zero cost.

Convenient Control of Your Water Heater

D’SmartHome can control your water heater whenever needed to match your busy schedule. You can turn on/off the water heater and adjust water temperature on your smart phone from anywhere. This gives you more energy and money savings when you can monitor your water and energy consumption.

HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM

Daikin’s Streamer Technology

Daikin’s streamer technology is a type of PLASMA DISCHARGE where the high speed electrons can EFFECTIVELY REMOVE 99.99% of bacteria, viruses and allergens. Enjoy clean and purified air all around with its 6-layer air purifying technology!

Tested to Eliminate PM1.0 Air Pollutants

Daikin Deodorizing Air Purifier is the ONE AND ONLY air purifier tested to effectively remove PM1.0 air pollutants.

Remote Control for Your Air Purifier

Your smartphone can be used as a remote control for your air purifier. Switch your air purifier on when returning home from work; it poor air quality is detected by the indoor air quality sensor, you will receive an alert on your smartphone. You can then choose to activate your air purifier with just a simple tap!

LIFESTYLE

Audio & Visual Entertainment System

Experiencing the fully immersive and interconnected smart home entertainment with D’SmartHome! You can turn your living room into an amazing home theater with just a few clicks on your smartphone.

Lightings

Apart from remote controlling the on/off of your lights, you can also adjust the brightness and colour or activate a preset scene from your smartphone without touching any light switches.

Motorised Curtain

Let your curtain gently wake you up with bright sunlight in the morning or retreat yourself with the cosiness for your bedtime! Home curtains can be controlled via your smartphone now, letting you experience the luxury of a hands-free home.

Voice Assistant

Let the Voice Assistant act as your personal butler, using your voice to control your home to organize your busy lifestyle! You can speak your wishes to activate various smart devices across the rooms such as adjusting your room temperature or dimming your lights without having to free up your hands while you are busy.

Water Supply
**Smart Digital Lock**
Leaving the deadbolt and taking the smart lock! You can lock and unlock your doors remotely on your smartphone from anywhere. You can also conveniently check if your door is locked or unlocked or even let guests in remotely.

**Surveillance Camera**
Keep your kids and family safe with intelligent surveillance camera! You can monitor your home anytime, anywhere. The surveillance camera also can be integrated with other smart security devices to enhance overall security.

**Motion Sensors**
Devices can be integrated with motion sensors that detect lightings, climate and movements to trigger preset scenes, monitor and notify the home status of your loved ones.

**Door & Window Sensor**
For an enhanced security system, door & window sensors are a great choice to monitor and protect entry points for your home. Notifications will be received if the door/window is opened or closed, preventing possible dangers to your home. These seamless sensors can be fitted into any interior design and are easily mounted to many places.

**Video Doorbell & Audio Intercom System**
Whether you are at home or away, the smart video doorbell & audio intercom system allows you to view and speak with your visitors on your smartphone when they arrive or when parcels are delivered. You can also adjust the settings of door chimes on your smartphone.

**Smoke Detector**
A smart smoke detector will alert you on your smartphone when it detects smoke, prompting you to seek for assistance. It will also sound off the alarm, and you can switch it off remotely.

**Door & Window Sensor**
For an enhanced security system, door & window sensors are a great choice to monitor and protect entry points for your home. Notifications will be received if the door/window is opened or closed, preventing possible dangers to your home. These seamless sensors can be fitted into any interior design and are easily mounted to many places.

**Video Doorbell & Audio Intercom System**
Whether you are at home or away, the smart video doorbell & audio intercom system allows you to view and speak with your visitors on your smartphone when they arrive or when parcels are delivered. You can also adjust the settings of door chimes on your smartphone.

**Smoke Detector**
A smart smoke detector will alert you on your smartphone when it detects smoke, prompting you to seek for assistance. It will also sound off the alarm, and you can switch it off remotely.
Home Energy Management System (HEMS)

HEMS enables you to monitor, control and analyze your energy consumption in the home on your smartphone. This will offer tremendous energy savings and lower your electrical bills.

Smart Plug-in Switches

Transform your ordinary electrical outlets to smart switch outlets! You can power on/off your devices alongside with monitoring its energy consumption.

* All images are for illustration only and may be subjected to changes.
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